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Future planetary exploration missions will directly expose astronauts to constant galactic 
cosmic radiation (GCR). To send humans back to the lunar surface and on to Mars, NASA, 
academia and industry must develop the methods to protect astronauts from potentially lethal 
radiation. Without the Earth’s magnetosphere to protect astronauts from ionizing radiation 
in deep space, long-duration missions may result in unacceptable radiation doses. We propose 
a concept for the advancement of Mars human exploration – a hydrogen-enriched boron-10 
(10B) nitride nanotube (H-10BNNT), carbon nanotube (CNT), polyethylene (PE), and aerogel 
spacesuit thermal, radiation, and dust protection garment (TRDG). We propose this novel 
concept for astronaut and space system protection by layering H-10BNNT for its radiation 
shielding capabilities with aerogel polyimide, for its thermal insulation properties. The layers 
will be encapsulated by PE thin films whose thermal directionality will allow metabolic heat 
to be dissipated during high-workload EVAs.  The PE encapsulated H-10BNNT and aerogels 
will be covered with CNT sheets that can provide active dust removal and active heating. By 
incorporating the hydrogen-rich 10B nanomaterial into spacesuit fabrication, space structures 
and habitats, the cumulative doses expected for exploration-class planetary missions will be 
significantly reduced to help enable safe human Mars missions.  We envision incorporating 
the advanced TRDG into advanced spacesuit designs, such as the mechanical counter pressure 
MIT BioSuit™, as an over-layer much like extreme winter clothing. Because of its flexibility, 
our proposed material system is also applicable for space electronics shielding, future space 
structures and smart habitats. 

 

I. Introduction 
O send humans back to the lunar surface and on to Mars, NASA, academia and industry must develop the methods 
to protect astronauts from potentially lethal radiation. Without the Earth’s magnetosphere to protect astronauts 

from ionizing radiation in deep space, long-duration missions may result in unacceptable radiation doses1,2. Current 
shielding focuses on solar particle events and does not provide adequate protection from galactic cosmic rays.  Non-
conservative estimates, which do not include non-cancer risks and assume 20 g/cm2 aluminum shielding throughout, 
for a 45-year-old never-smoker female astronaut’s exposure using current LEO dose restrictions, would be limited to 
319 days in deep space3. The average Mars mission is 2-3 years, of which the expected time on EVA would not be 
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behind the protection of the aluminum shielding offered by a spacecraft or habitat.  This presents a mission critical 
problem. The use of advanced materials and manufacturing methods will be necessary to push the boundaries of 
exploration.  

A. Space Radiation 
For astronauts in deep space and on the surface of the Moon or Mars there are two main components of the radiation 
environment: solar particle events (SPEs) and galactic cosmic rays (GCRs). SPEs are unpredictable bursts of radiation 
emitted by the sun which usually last for hours but can continue for multiple days.  They are composed primarily of 
protons ranging in energy from 10s to 100s of MeVs. SPEs are more likely to cause acute radiation damage such as 
nausea, headache, fever and cognitive impairment in the short term and with longer exposure, hematopoietic, 
gastrointestinal and neurovascular damage within a month of exposure which could possibly lead to death. GCRs 
consist of a constant background radiation, also comprised mostly of protons, but ranging in energies from 1 MeV to 
greater than 1015 MeV.  The GCR flux also contains contributions from 𝛼-particles and high-mass, high-energy (HZE) 
particles (~1-2%)4. GCRs cause long term damage including cancer5,6, cataracts7, central nervous system and 
cardiovascular system damage8, and cognitive impairment9.   

As any of these ionizing particles pass through material they lose energy at different rates depending on their 
kinetic energy, their charge number (Z), and the charge to mass ratio of the material they are traversing10. The rate of 
this energy loss is called linear energy transfer (LET).  The range of a particle is defined as the distance a particle 
travels through a material before it loses all of its kinetic energy.  This is dependent on the density of the material and 
the nuclear interactions that the particle has with the shielding material or tissue.  Energy is lost through nuclear 
reactions, which occur through the interaction of the incoming ionizing particle and the shielding material or tissue.  
These interactions lead to the production of secondary particles, including neutrons and charged particles.   Both the 
primary particles and the secondary particles cause damage to the tissue they traverse, where approximately 80% of 
the LET is in the production of secondary particles.  When discussing high-LET particles, the primary particle creates 
a central ‘track’ of damage with a surrounding ‘track width’ of damage caused by the secondary particles.  The track 
width is wider for high Z particles and penetrates deeper into the target material or tissue compared to a lower Z 
particle with the same LET.  
 Absorbed dose is the energy deposited per unit mass (Joules/kg, or Grey) and is dependent on the fluence 
(particles/cm2), the LET of the particle and the density of the target material or tissue.  Biological effects of particles 
vary by particle LET and are compared using the ratio of doses that leads to the same biological effect, this is known 
as relative biological effectiveness (RBE) and is used to determine the dose equivalent, measured in Sieverts, which 
accounts for particle LET and particle type.  The equivalent dose then factors in the relative biological effectiveness 
of different particle LETs by multiplying the absorbed dose by an empirically determined quality (Q) factor4. These 
Q factors are most associated with the stochastic risk of developing cancer and form the basis for NASA’s astronaut 
career dose limits. NASA defines the career dose limit as the amount of radiation that contributes a maximum of a 3% 
increase in the likelihood of cancer-induced mortality. The NASA dose limits are defined for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
with no current regulatory limits set for interplanetary missions. This is in part because not enough is known about 
HZE damage and the long-term effects of long-duration GCR exposure, making it very difficult to estimate the RBE 
of an HZE.  Reducing the uncertainty in these estimates and risk projections is an area of ongoing research to better 
understand risks associated with interplanetary travel. 

B. Optimal shielding materials in space 
One proposed solution for reducing radiation dose in space is to passively shield astronauts from radiation through 

the spacecraft, planetary habitat and use of radiation protection garments.  Because dose is directly correlated to energy 
loss of particles, and energy loss is dependent on the charge-to-mass ratio, hydrogen, with its charge-to-mass ratio of 
1, is the optimal material for slowing incoming ionizing particles10,11.   

Cross-section is the measure of the probability of an interaction occurring between the primary particle and the 
target material or tissue, thus slowing down or stopping the incoming particle. It is described as the area of a circle 
centered around the target nucleus with a radius proportional to the probability of interaction in cm2 or barns (1 barn 
= 10-24 cm2)12. Cross-section is unique to each particle and target interaction.  Primary particle fluence reaches a 
maximum (where the most damage would occur) at a depth of one collision cross-section12. Below this depth, damage 
from secondary radiation becomes more damaging than the damage from the primary collision. It is critical that a 
shielding material have a large cross-section, and a thickness of material sufficient to reduce secondary radiation as 
well. Neutrons have a higher probability of being emitted from stimulated nuclei and so tend to dominate the secondary 
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particle composition.  As well, because they are electrically neutral, they cannot be slowed down by ionization energy 
losses to atoms they encounter12.  Instead, energy losses occur through spallation interactions (ejection of material 
from a nucleus due to impact) until enough energy is lost that the neutrons remaining energy is dissipated by 
momentum transfer (thermal losses).  In addition to its small charge-to-mass ratio, hydrogen has a broad spectrum of 
large cross-sections11. Because hydrogen is only one proton and one electron, it cannot undergo spallation, thus it does 
not itself produce secondary particles; in particular no secondary neutrons. The incoming particle itself, however, can. 
For thermal neutrons hydrogen has a cross-section of 0.33 barns. Boron-10 (10B), is uniquely appealing for protection 
against secondary radiation because it has a thermal neutron cross section of 3835 barns, a four order of magnitude 
increase over hydrogen13. This means that the probability that 10B will stop a thermal neutron is 4 orders of magnitude 
greater than the probability that hydrogen will.  It would be expected then, that by combining 10B and hydrogen we 
could greatly reduce the dose incurred by both primary and secondary interactions from GCRs and SPEs.  
 Polyethylene (PE), with its high hydrogen content, is currently the top structural shielding material for NASA 
while aluminum is the most common spacecraft structural material.  Current passive radiation shielding concepts 
include either PE, aluminum or water for its availability and hydrogen content14,15.  Some challenges faced by using 
PE and aluminum are their rigidity when used in the thicknesses required for effective radiation shielding.  Although 
this is not an issue for structural applications and there is applicability for hard spacesuits, this is an area with 
opportunities for improvement for fabric spacesuits. Future planetary exploration demands and long durations (months 
to years) requires orders of magnitude increases in EVA time (10’s to 100’s per mission), directly exposing astronauts 
to the constant bombardment of GCRs and potentially requiring them to leave the relative safety of a habitat/spacecraft 
during SPEs. Advancements in materials manufacturing and nanomaterials provide new, flexible radiation shielding 
options that can be applied to spacesuits as well as space systems, and one of the most promising is boron nitride 
nanotubes (BNNTs).  
 BNNTs, enriched with hydrogen (H-BNNT), have recently been proposed for use in advanced EVA spacesuits to 
provide protection during EVA16–19. This material can theoretically outperform PE by combining the secondary 
radiation protection of 10B and primary radiation protection of hydrogen in a pliable format17. American Boronite 
Corporation (Burlington, MA), a nanomaterials manufacturing company (referred to in this work as Boronite), have 
developed a manufacturing method that allows large quantities of high purity BNNTs, thus, providing the opportunity 
to test and assess BNNTs as a radiation shielding material for advanced spacesuits and space systems applications. 

C. Conceptual Radiation Shielding Proposal 
In the present work we propose a conceptual implementation of a radiation material for a fabric spacesuit. The 

focus of the analysis is on the radiation shielding potential of a proposed hydrogen-enriched boron-10 (10B) nitride 
nanotube (H-10BNNT) material.  Preliminary prototypes and scanning electron microscopy analyses have been 
performed on natural abundance (4:1 11B:10B) boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) with space radiation modeling 
conducted on the theoretical H-10BNNT material. Assessments of required hydrogen content and the effects of altering 
the abundance of 10B within the nanomaterial were done using online modeling. Preliminary hydrogen infiltration 
techniques are suggested in this work as well, based on previous studies. Dose reductions for a never-smoker female 
voXel behind the proposed material are compared to PE and aluminum in a worst-case SPE scenario as well as a Mars 
mission scenario.  The material offers minimal improvement (<1% dose reduction) over polyethylene (PE) for SPEs 
but provides a 4% dose reduction over PE and up to 19% reduction over aluminum for GCRs.   Total dose reduction 
with and without the H-10BNNT material is calculated with the scenarios described in detail in Section II.F, Simulation 
Framework. 

Of particular interest for the H-10BNNT material is its pliability.  Taking advantage of this allows it to be applicable 
to fabric spacesuits as well as inflatable shelters and articulating robotics. The proposed material presents some 
challenges in its usability, however.  We present here a suggested solution using the MIT MultiFunctional Materials 
Group’s directional PE thin films to encapsulate the H-10BNNT material, envisioning a layered patchwork style 
solution with potential to optimize the thickness of both the inner nanomaterial and the number of layers applied, 
depending on what is being shielded (for example, specific organs may require increased shielding).  Prototypes 
demonstrating the encapsulation process are achieved with Boronite’s natural abundance BNNTs.   

The PE thin film is potentially multi-purpose as the fabrication method imbues it with directional thermal 
conductance.  Given the stringent mass restrictions for any space application, it is beneficial when materials can serve 
multiple purposes.  In order to make the radiation shielding material viable for spacesuits and systems, we explore the 
thermal characteristics and how we can take advantage of available nanomaterials to dissipate heat where there is a 
higher rate of heat transfer during periods of high metabolic activity and to retain heat where thermal losses are greater.  
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Thermal control in space is particularly challenging because of the extreme temperatures astronauts and instruments 
are exposed to (-2700C up to 1200C in direct sunlight. Balancing insulation with heat dissipation is especially difficult 
for spacesuits since metabolic heat is also being produced during strenuous activity. We describe the thermal 
conductivity properties of the PE thin film, a pliable, thermally insulating aerogel and Boronite’s CNT sheets as 
possible heaters.  These are explored at a very high level in order to provide suggested implementation of the radiation 
shielding material. Expanding on the known properties of these advanced materials, we highlight the opportunities of 
exploring advanced manufacturing for spacesuits in a conceptualized thermal, radiation, and dust protection garment 
envisioned as an over-layer much like extreme winter clothing for the MIT BioSuitTM advanced spacesuit design. By 
combining the capabilities of multiple advanced lightweight materials, we can aid in making interplanetary exploration 
viable. 

II. Materials and Methods 
In this section we review the relevant materials. We then introduce the simulation frameworks used to assess the 
radiation shielding material as compared to PE and aluminum.  Simulations were conducted for both SPEs and the 
GCR environment, however, focus is placed on the GCR results as this is where the most prominent case for 
improvement lies.  We introduce the simulation scenarios used to compare the H-10BNNT material to current shielding 
materials, to determine hydrogen storage requirements and to validate the selected layup of the material.  Finally, we 
provide multiple scenarios for a 940-day Mars mission that we use to compare the use of the proposed material to 
current materials in various aspects of the mission. 

A. Hydrogen-rich Boron Nitride Nanotubes 
Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) are produced by Boronite using chemical vapor deposition in a low density, high 
loft form known as as-grown.  The BNNTs can then be used either as-is, pressed to form BNNT mats, or, most 
commonly, made into a powdered form. BNNTs are produced with natural abundance boron, which is 4:1 11B to 10B.  
Since 10B provides the advantageous thermal neutron stopping capability, the ideal BNNTs for radiation protection 
would be composed of pure 10B and nitrogen, or ultimately, pure 10B.  We refer to non-natural abundance, pure 10B 
nitride nanotubes as 10BNNTs (H-10BNNTs when containing hydrogen) and natural abundance boron nitride 
nanotubes as BNNTs throughout. Boronite is currently working on a production method for 10BNNTs whose success 
is critical for the functionality of the proposed material.  

The second element that is critical for success is the infiltration of hydrogen into the 10BNNTs.  Natural abundance  
BNNTs have been tested as hydrogen storage materials20–24 with successes ranging from less than 1 wt% storage to 
upwards of 4 wt%. One advantage of the as-grown form is the large amount of surface area available, increasing the 
potential for hydrogen storage. Once stored, the hydrogen is stable in the BNNTs at atmospheric pressure up to 
4500C21.  Using NASA’s Online Tool for the Assessment of Radiation in Space (OLTARIS) we assess how much 
hydrogen is required to be stored in the 10BNNTs in order to surpass the radiation shielding capabilities of PE (the 
next leading material).  This is discussed further in Section IV.B, Hydrogen Storage, with the resulting requirement 
being 9 wt% hydrogen.  This is nearly double the current successes in hydrogen storage.  We are, however, optimistic 
that this could be achieved not only because the experimental research to date has been limited, but also because 
theoretical models and techniques suggest much higher storage capabilities21–23,25.  Using defect engineering to 
hydrogenate the nanotube walls could theoretically improve the hydrogen storage capabilities of the 10BNNTs by 
providing more channels for both chemisorption and physisorption25. Alternatively, metal doping of the 10BNNTs may 
improve hydrogen storage since hydrogen interacts highly with metal26. Preliminary testing methods for hydrogen 
storage are discussed in Section III.C, Hydrogen storage in BNNTs. 

B. Polyethylene 
 BNNTs in their as-grown or pressed mat form tend to adhere to themselves and begin to powder when 

manipulated.  To this end, they require encapsulation to make them a functional material for space applications. We 
propose the use of a specialized PE thin film, developed by the MIT Multifunctional Materials Group as a strong 
encapsulating layer for the H-10BNNT material. The PE thin film is prepared through a combination of solvent-casting 
and uniaxial drawing. Briefly, a polyethylene solution is prepared by adding ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene 
in powder form into decalin at a polymer concentration of 2 wt% and is heated to 145 °C for 24 hours in a silicone oil 
bath. Subsequently, the hot solution is cast directly onto a liquid-nitrogen-cooled glass substrate. The solvent is almost 
completely evaporated at ambient conditions for three days inside a fume hood. The as-cast film is then removed from 
the substrate and fed to a constant-force roll-to-roll drawing platform with heated rolls. The heating allows the polymer 
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chains to move more freely and facilitates alignment along the draw direction27.  The aligned PE thin films develop 
metal-like thermal conductance of up to 60 W/mK, over two orders-of-magnitude greater than that of typical 
polymers28. The thermal conductance capabilities of this PE thin film are why it was selected for the encapsulation 
process in addition to the added benefit the PE will provide for radiation shielding.  As a thin film the PE will maintain 
its pliability, and by optimizing the direction of the PE film over high-metabolic heat regions we can theoretically 
direct the heat dissipiation towards cooler regions, such as towards limbs and extremities. Additionally, it has been 
demonstrated that the PE films can be doped with organic and inorganic nano- and micro-particles in varying 
concentrations, meaning future developments could include 10B-doped PE thin films.  It is of note here that the 10B-
doped PE does not outperform the H-10BNNTs for radiation shielding (modeling was done using OLTARIS but is not 
presented in this work) and so would remain an improved option for the H-10BNNT encapsulation material. The 
encapsulation process was tested in a preliminary prototype using natural abundance BNNTs, as described in Section 
III.B, Polyethylene thin film encapsulated BNNT and Aerogel. 

C. Carbon nanotube sheets 
Although our main focus of this work is on providing radiation shielding 

capabilities, the opportunity for thermal control within a spacesuit offered by 
the PE thin films drove us to examine other use opportunities of advanced 
nanofabircs in our concept.  Carbon nanotube sheets are another product from 
Boronite which offer not only possible active heating but have demonstrated 
active dust removal capabilities as well29. The CNT sheets are made from 
tangled nanotubes collected on a spool using Boronite’s CVD production 
system.  These are then condensed into sheets using a solvent treatment. CNTs 
provide the capability of introducing active elements into fabrics with benefits 
over traditional metal wires or strips because of their improved mechanical 
properties, low density, making them a lightweight option, and better 
resistance to flex fatigue29.  Janas and Koziol30 showed that applying a DC bias 
voltage to CNT sheets turned them into ultra-light film heaters30.  They 
demonstrated that CNT film heaters outperformed nichrome, the most 
commonly used resistive material, providing the same heat capacity in 1 g of 
CNT film as 120 g of nichrome.  Additionally, when an alternating current 
(1000-1400 V three-phase AC voltage with 10 Hz frequency) was applied to 
CNTs, they were capable of repelling 80-90% of lunar dust regolith when 
combined with a Work Function Matching Coating29. 

D. Aerogel 
Aerogel Technologies (Boston, MA) have developed X-Aerogel 

insulating fabric, an ultralight material with extremely low density and 
thermal conductivity, which is ideal for use in the extreme environments of 
space and planetary surfaces. Aerogels have a thermal conductivity of 0.02-
0.44 W/mK and a density of 0.09-0.55 g/cm3. In comparison, aluminum has a 
thermal conductance of 205 W/mK, and ceramic is between 12-38 W/mK. 
They can withstand temperatures above 1200oC while maintaining room 
temperature on the other side of a thin (1-2 cm) layer of aerogel. While this is 
thick from a wearables standpoint, we would not require protection from such 
extreme heat and therefore could use the Aerogel in a pliable film form or as 
a coating for current materials, such as orthofabric, to improve their insulating 
capabilities. Aerogels have also been demonstrated as wearable super-
insulating fabrics, such as Aerogel Technologies’ Pyrogel® XTE Blanket 
which can withstand temperatures up to 650 oC at 5 mm thick. 

E. Proposed thermal, radiation, and dust protection garment 
Using the described materials, we propose a multilayered, optimizable, 

multi-functional garment.  The layers, shown in Figure 1 consist of an outer 
CNT layer which will provide dust protection and active heating.  The inner 

Figure 2: Quilted layering of PE-
encapsulated H-10BNNT and 
Aerogel, inner layers have 
optimizable thicknesses.  Top: 
Single patch, clear is PE thin film, 
grey is H-10BNNT, yellow is 
Aerogel.  Middle: Patchwork layer 
(single) of fabric. Bottom:  Layered 
quilt of patchwork-style fabrics. 
Cibonceptual drawings – not to 
scale. 

Figure 1. Thermal, radiation, and 
dust protection garment material 
layering.  From top: CNT sheet 
(solid black), polyethylene thin film 
(clear), aerogel polyimide (yellow), 
BNNT pressed mat (grey), 
polyethylene thin film (clear). 
Conceptual drawings – not to scale. 
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layering will be optimized layers of polyethylene-encapsulated nanomaterials in a patchwork style build-up, Figure 2.  
The H-10BNNT layers will be increased in radiation-sensitive regions (such as areas rich in stem cells or the central 
nervous system), and reduced to save on mass and mobility in less critical regions and in regions with greater self-
shielding15.  The aerogel thin films will be thickest over limbs and extremities to minimize heat loss, with reduced 
aerogel over the torso to increase heat loss during strenuous work. Given the challenge of dexterity in the fingers, the 
glove insulation would need to be managed with the active heating from the CNT sheets as the aerogel fabric may be 
too thick. The PE thin film will be oriented to divert heat away from the torso towards the limbs and extremities.  This 
optimization will be achieved by building successive layers of the selected materials within their pockets of PE 
encapsulation, Figure 2 (Bottom).  The layers are self-adhering using a hot press method and retain their flexibility 
and directional thermal conductance, this process is described in Section III.B, Polyethylene thin film encapsulated 
BNNT and Aerogel.   

The described material system would be designed for a thermal, radiation and dust protection garment (TRDG) 
for advanced spacesuits, however, given the complexity of the interactions between the components, the various 
elements would first be tested individually, prioritizing the radiation shielding capabilities, and subsequently 
developing a material for space systems or inflatables, as this has far fewer restrictions and requirements than a 
wearable material.  The suggested development process is outlined in Section V, Discussion and Implementation.  The 
layered nature of the PE-encapsulated materials allows for modifications to be made for specific applications such as 
electronics protection, habitat or inflatables shielding or spacecraft insulation.   

F.  Simulation Framework 
The Online Tool for the Assessment of Radiation in Space (OLTARIS) is the tool used by NASA to evaluate 

radiation shielding capabilities of materials currently in use on the International Space Station (ISS) as well as those 
in development for future missions.  The software is capable of simulating free space GCR and SPEs, low Earth orbit, 
the Lunar and Martian surfaces as well as Europa mission parameters. User defined geometries and materials are input 
into the model and the radiation flux, dose or LET is calculated for either a silicon or human tissue target. 

OLTARIS was used first to assess the conceptual H-10BNNT material 1) for its effectiveness compared to current 
NASA material (PE and Aluminum) for SPEs and GCRs, 2) to determine the minimum wt% hydrogen required to 
surpass the current top NASA shielding material (PE)  and 3) to ensure that the PE encapsulation technique suggested 
would not impact the radiation shielding capabilities of the H-10BNNTs.  Once the optimal material configuration was 
established, using the OLTARIS results as well as previous results from Thibeault et al. (2012)17, a Mars-mission 
assessment was done. 
 For the first simulation, to assess the radiation shielding capabilities of the H-10BNNT material, we wanted to 
compare it to pure PE, and aluminum. The H-10BNNT material was defined with 20 wt% of hydrogen, based on the 
research done by Thibeault et al. (2012)17, by elemental mass percentage (33.35% 10B, 46.7% N and 20% H). The PE, 
and Al were materials previously defined by OLTARIS. Spheres of varying areal densities between 0.1 g/cm2 and 50 
g/cm2 were created for each material. Each sphere was then tested for the SPE and GCR scenarios described below.  
The radiation doses for a non-smoker female adult voXel model were calculated as effective dose equivalents using 
NASA’s quality factor, Q inside of each sphere. 

The SPE scenario used was the 1972 King Event at 1 AU in free space.  The flux of this event is represented by 
equation 1: 

𝜑(𝐸) = 2.98 × 10!𝑒𝑥𝑝 1"#$%
&'.)

2               (1) 
 E is the energy of the proton and φ is the radiation flux31. The GCR scenario was the Badhwar-O’Neill 2014 model 
for the 1977 Solar Minimum which has a deceleration parameter of 474.  The deceleration parameter describes the 
level of solar cycle modulation and determines the GCR differential spectrum for elements from hydrogen to nickel 
at any given radial distance from the sun31.  The mission duration was defined as 730 days in free space at 1 AU. The 
free space environment in OLTARIS simulates exposure to the full GCR spectrum without the protection of the Earth’s 
magnetosphere or atmosphere and without the trapped protons and albedo neutrons that would be present for an Earth 
orbit environment, such as that of the ISS in LEO.   
 Once the shielding capabilities were established for the optimal H-10BNNTs compared to PE and aluminum, we 
wanted to determine the minimum hydrogen content of the H-10BNNTs that would still provide improved shielding 
over the next best option, PE.  Using the same SPE and GCR scenarios described above, H-10BNNTs with varying 
wt% of hydrogen from 1 wt% to 30 wt% hydrogen was used and compared to NASA defined PE.   
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 The final assessment with these SPE and GCR scenarios was to test the effects of layering the PE-encapsulated H-
10BNNTs.  In order to determine if there was a change in the radiation shielding capabilities between bulk H-10BNNTs 
with bulk PE on the exteriors versus multiple thin layers of alternating H-10BNNT and PE we modeled spheres with 
equivalent areal densities but varied the number of layers of each material (thinning the layers of the alternating H-
10BNNT and PE as the number of layers increased).  
 Finally, we wanted to test our optimized PE-encapsulated H-10BNNT material in a Mars-mission scenario. We 
used a 940 day Mars misson32 including 400 days in free space and 540 days on the surface of Mars. The Mars-surface 
environment in OLTARIS is a free-space GCR environment at 1 AU that is processed in a ray-by-ray analysis applied 
to a modified vehicle thickness file. The vehicle thickness file augments each ray pointing away from the surface by 
an appropriate amount of Mars atmosphere. The surface pointing rays are then augmented with 300 g/cm2 of Mars 
regolith, which takes into account the neutron albedo of the surface33.  Three scenarios were selected for both the free 
space component and the Mars surface component, these are described in Table 1.  The first uses a 20 g/cm2 sphere 
to represent the ship in the interplanetary environment for IVA.  For the EVA component a ‘zero sphere’ was used 
(no shielding).  Although it has been shown that the current EMU can provide up to 10% dose reduction for SPEs 
(232 MeV proton beam)34, these calculations were done for LEO and do not necessarily reflect the shielding 
capabilities for interplanetary and Mars surface GCR, thus Scenarios 1 and 2 are worst case scenarios for EVA with 
no shielding. Scenario 2 has a 20 g/cm2 PE sphere for IVA and ‘zero sphere’ for EVA.  Scenario 3 has a 20 g/cm2 
sphere of shielding as well, modeled as 80% H-10BNNTs and 20% PE.  This reflects the percentage of each material 
expected for a PE encapsulation using 1 µm PE thin films with an average of 8 µm thick H-10BNNT layer (based on 
prototype production described in Section III.B, Polyethylene thin film encapsulated BNNT and Aerogel).  Similarly, 
for EVA, the same ratio is used but for a 10 g/cm2 sphere of shielding. It should be noted that 10 g/cm2 areal density 
represents nearly 10 cm of material.  This is infeasible for a full spacesuit for mobility and mass considerations, 
however, this is not unreasonable as a localized shielding option, for instance, over the chest and spine. It is important 
to clarify that the simulations done in this work are to assess the viability of the material and the implications of the 
thickness requirements are discussed in Section V, Discussion and Implementation. Total doses were calculated for 
both IVA and EVA and summed for the two components separately as well as for the overall mission to demonstrate 
the largest contributors to dose. These were calculated as effective dose equivalents using NASA’s Q factor for a non-
smoker female adult voXel model. 
 
Table 1. Scenarios used to test the proposed fabric as a radiation shielding material as compared to PE and 
Aluminum alternatives. 

  Description 

Scenario 1 20 g/cm2 Al spacecraft or habitat, no space suit 
 

Scenario 2 20 g/cm2 PE spacecraft or habitat, no space suit  
 

Scenario 3 16 g/cm2 H-10BNNT + 4 g/cm2 PE spacecraft or habitat, 8 g/cm2 H-10BNNT + 2 g/cm2 
PE spacesuit 

 

 
 

III. Results: Prototype Production 

A. Aerogel Infiltration of BNNTs 
As mentioned, the delicate structure of the as-grown BNNTs, requires a matrix or encapsulating layer to provide a 
wearable or structurally sound material.  Initially, a polyimide aerogel was tested to assess the infiltration capabilities 
of the aerogel into the BNNT structure for a matrix application.  Testing was done using a pour-over method, first 
testing the aerogels natural ability to infiltrate the BNNTs and then putting a sample in a vacuum chamber to force 
infiltration.  A second methodwas used in which lightly pressed BNNTs were set on filter paper over a vacuum funnel, 
the aerogel was poured onto the BNNT mat and the vacuum was used to pull the aerogel through the BNNTs.  The 
aerogel used was a hydrophilic aerogel which had a relatively high viscosity.  Because the BNNTs are hydrophobic 
and self-adhering, as well as due to the viscosity of the aerogel, the infiltration was minimal.  Beyond this, the delicate 
nature of the BNNTs did not allow the excess aerogel to be removed from the sample prior to drying, creating a stiff, 
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thick (1-2 mm) material.  While not a successful prototype, the experiment did demonstrate that layering material onto 
the BNNT mats was feasible as the BNNT mat was inseparable from the surface of the aerogel, as seen using scanning 
electron microscopy and elemental analysis, leading us to explore instead encapsulating the BNNT mat and an aerogel 
thin film within PE thin films.  

B. Polyethylene thin film encapsulated BNNT and Aerogel 
Using a pressed mat of BNNTs and an aerogel thin film, the PE-

encapsulation process was tested.  Two sheets of PE thin film (1 µm 
each) were layered with the pressed BNNTs (2 mm prior to 
encapsulation) and Aerogel thin-film (3 µm prior to encapsulation), 
encapsulated between the PE layers. The PE thin film used had a 
draw ratio of 25x, which is the ratio of the final to the initial film 
length, within 10% uncertainty. 
  The fabrication of the sandwiched material was conducted by hot 
welding using a hot hydraulic press. For this, two aluminum sheets 
were used as a holder. The PE thin film was placed on one aluminum 
sheet. The film was folded in half so that both layers were aligned 
with each other. Then, the BNNT and Aerogel materials were placed 
between the folded PE layers. A second aluminum sheet was placed 
over the layered structure. The whole assembly containing the two 
aluminum sheets and the layered material was placed in the press, 
pre-heated to 135 °C, which is close to the melting temperature of 
the PE film. The assembly was pressed, applying a load of 2 metric 
tons per square inch for 10 minutes. Finally, the assembly was 
removed from the press and left to cool at room temperature. The 
resulting material is shown in Figure 3 and was approximately 5 µm 
thick demonstrating compression of both the BNNTs and the aerogel 
thin film.  The PE adhered to itself and to the BNNTs, successfully 
encapsulating the BNNT and Aerogel thin-film, as shown by SEM 
analysis in Figure 4. 

C. Hydrogen storage in BNNTs 
In preparation for hydrogen storage developments a test procedure 
was developed for as-grown BNNT hydrogen enrichment following 
Tang et al., 200221 Mpourmpakis et al., 200722, and Reddy et al, 
201023.  The BNNTs will first be evacuated to ultra-high vacuum in 
the XEMIS High Accuracy Sorption Microbalance with the Mason 
Group at Harvard University.  The sample will be evacuated for 8 
hours while being heated to 150oC.  The initial mass will be taken at 
vacuum.  The sample will then be cooled to room temperature and 
filled with 10 MPa of 99.999% pure H2 gas.  This pressure will be 
maintained for a minimum of 4 hours.  The chamber will then be 
evacuated, and the new sample mass taken.  The weight percent of 
adsorbed hydrogen will be recorded as the change in sample mass. 
Given current experiments have shown less than 5 wt% hydrogen 
adsorptions, improvements will then be made to this procedure to 

increase the adsorption, as suggested in Section II.A, Hydrogen-rich Boron Nitride Nanotubes. 

IV. Results: Simulations 
We present the results from both the material assessment simulations and the Mars mission simulation presented 

in Section II.F, Simulation Framework. First, we demonstrate the shielding capabilities of the optimized 20 wt% H-
10BNNTs as compared to PE and Aluminum. We then present the required hydrogen content to improve on PE’s 

Figure 3. Polyethylene encapsulated 
BNNT and Aerogel thin-film.  Folded 
material demonstrating complete 
encapsulation and flexibility. Clear outter 
material is PE thin film, inner grey: 
BNNT inner yellow: aerogel. PE is 4.76 
cm x 4.76 cm 

Figure 4. 3,600x SEM magnification of 
intersection of BNNT and PE thin film. 
BNNT layers in direct contact with PE 
adhered to the thin film.  Sample was 
coated with 50 nm of carbon.   
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shielding capabilities, followed by the impact of bulk materials versus layering for the PE-encapsulated H-10BNNTs.  
Finally, we present the results of the Mars mission Scenarios outlined in Table 1. 

A. Radiation Modeling: OLTARIS 
 The SPE and GCR results for the Aluminum, PE and 20 wt% H-10BNNT spheres with female voXel models are 

shown in Figure 5 for the whole-body effective dose equivalent (EDE) normalized to the whole-body EDE with no 
shielding.  The 20 wt% H-10BNNT material was consistently the most effective shielding material followed closely 
by PE and Al as the least effective. The maximum improvement over no shielding for the H-10BNNT material was at 
an areal density of 50 g/cm2 with a 37% dose reduction for GCRs. This is 4% greater reduction than PE and a 19% 
improvement over aluminum with the potential added benefit of material pliability. The H-10BNNTs demonstrated 
minimal improvement over PE for SPEs and only a 3% improvement over aluminum.  Additionally, all three materials 
provide greater than 80% protection from SPEs at 10 g/cm2.  For this reason, 10 g/cm2 was selected as the EVA 
material thickness for the H-10BNNTs in the Mars mission Scenario 3. 

Additional modeling was performed using GEometry ANd Tracking (Geant4). Simulations of the same materials 
irradiated with 50 GeV (~1 GeV/nucleon) iron nuclei to mimic GCRs was performed to more closely examine the 

Fig 5. Left: GCR normalized whole body effective dose equivalent for different materials of varied areal 
density.  Right: SPE normalized whole body effective dose equivalent for different materials of varied areal 
density. All models run with OLTARIS. 
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impact that H-10BNNTs have on secondary radiation. The simulations demonstrated a characteristic shallow layer 
behavior of HZE particles with decreasing energy deposition just before the Bragg peak (characteristic energy 
deposition peak). This phenomenon is caused by the fragmentation of larger nuclei into smaller particles by the high 
energy iron. In terms of peak energy deposition, the H-10BNNT occurred at the lowest areal density, with the aluminum 
requiring the highest areal density, confirming our findings from OLTARIS. Moreover, the tails of Bragg peaks for 
each material were significantly broadened from proton simulations. Higher energy, higher atomic mass particles such 
as iron nuclei produced a large number of secondary particles, leading to significant energy deposition at locations 
deeper than the Bragg peak. The H-10BNNTcurtailed the energy deposition caused by secondaries at a shallower 
deposition than even the Bragg peak of the PE.  This confirmed the 10B’s increased ability to stop thermal neutrons 
(secondary radiation). 

B. Hydrogen Storage 
The Geant4 and OLTARIS results did confirm that the H-10BNNTs provided superior protection from secondary 

radiation with the optimized value of 20 wt% hydrogen contributing to the primary radiation protection.  An analysis 
was done to determine the minimum hydrogen-content of the H-10BNNTs necessary to maintain this improvement 
over PE.  As shown in Figure 6, the H-10BNNTs would require 9 wt% hydrogen storage, over twice the current 
experimental capability. The ability to determine a method to store at least 9 wt% hydrogen in the 10BNNTs is a critical 
component in making the development of a H-10BNNT shielding material viable.  

C. Polyethylene and H-10BNNT layering 
 To assess the impact of having layers of PE and H-10BNNTs as opposed to bulk thicknesses on the materials’ 

interactions with incoming particles, concentric spheres of decreasing thickness and increasing numbers of layers were 
modeled, maintaining a consistent total areal density of the combined materials of 110 g/cm2. This gives us insight 
into the effects that the different materials play not only on stopping power but on secondary radiation production as 
well. The SPE and GCR scenarios described in Section II.F, Simulation Framework were run for spheres with total 
areal densities of 110 g/cm2, varying the number of layers of H-10BNNT and PE.  The total number of layers of PE to 
H-10BNNT was kept with PE consistently having 1 extra layer as it formed the inner and outer layers.  The areal 
density was divided evenly among all layers. The 110 g/cm2 sphere showed minimal change, with a reduction in dose 
as the number of H-10BNNT layers increased and decreased in thickness, Figure 7. 

D. Mars Mission Simulations 
 In an effort to understand the radiation shielding benefits of using the H-10BNNT material on a long-duration deep-
space mission, we selected three scenarios, described in Section II.F, Simulation Framework, to simulate both the IVA 
and EVA protection capabilities in an interplanetary (free-space) environment and the Mars-surface environment.  The 
results of these simulations are shown in Table 2. Time spent on EVA for both environments were calculated based 
on historical Apollo mission data35.  The interplanetary EVA time was validated using ISS EVA data36 as well.  EVA 
time during interplanetary travel was calculated as an average of 0.7% of flight time (3 days of the 400-day 
interplanetary component) and for Mars-surface EVAs, the average time was calculated as 27.8% (150 days of the 
540-day Mars-surface component).  These days were subtracted from the total days for the IVA simulations. 
 
Table 2. Mars-Mission Simulation Results, done using OLTARIS GCR environment 

  Description Environment IVA 
(mSv) 

EVA 
(mSv) 

TOTAL 
(mSv) 

Mission Total 
(mSv) 

Scenario 1 20 g/cm2 Al ship or 
habitat, no space suit 

Interplanetary 376.9 3.07 379.96 646.24 

Mars Surface 193.6 72.67 266.27 
Scenario 2 20 g/cm2 PE ship or 

habitat, no space suit 
Interplanetary 312.9 3.07 315.97 536.74 
Mars Surface 148.1 72.67 220.77 

Scenario 3 16 g/cm2 H-10BNNT + 
4 g/cm2 PE ship or 
habitat, 8 g/cm2 H-
10BNNT + 2 g/cm2 PE 
spacesuit 

Interplanetary 309.9 2.61 312.508 520.018 

Mars Surface 147.5 60.01 207.51 
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The results demonstrate that for all 
scenarios, the PE-encapsulated H-10BNNT 
material outperformed the PE and 
aluminum.  The improvements over PE were 
not nearly as significant as the 
improvements over aluminum but would 
still have major implications for Mars 
mission, as discussed in Section V, 
Discussion and Implementation. 

G. Preliminary Thermal Modeling 
Using TAIThermTM, by 

ThermoAnalytics, Inc. (Calumet, MI), 
Stroming37 performed a preliminary, high-
level thermal modeling of the use of BNNTs 
and aerogels for EVAs on Mars.  The model 
included a 2 mm thick layer of BNNT fabric 
and a 1.5 mm thick layer of aerogel over the 
torso, upper arms and shoulders, as shown in 
green in Figure 8 (Left), and a nylon skin suit 
worn over the rest of the body in pink.  The 
modeling was for a 4-hour EVA with 
varying degrees of activity and metabolic 
heat production.  The activity profile used 
was the first 4 hours of the NASA EVA 

activity profile38.  The Mars weather was modeled for atmospheric temperature and solar radiation levels for the 
duration of the simulated EVA37,39.  As the sun rises to a higher elevation over several hours, temperature and direct 
solar irradiance increases with diffuse solar radiation remaining approximately constant37.  The resulting thermal 
modeling, Figure 8 (Right), showed that the astronaut with the BNNTs and aerogel experienced only slight cold 
discomfort that dissipated after the strenuous portions of the EVA.  In comparison, the astronaut in the nylon skin-suit 
only simulation demonstrated increasingly cold discomfort over the torso and lower legs.  Stroming37 found that the 
addition of the aerogel insulation layer resulted in more stable skin temperatures and comfort, reducing the time spent 
shivering by 75%, from 90% time shivering in a nylon only MCP suit to 15% time shivering with BNNT and aerogel 
layers added to a MCP. In addition, the 15% shivering time was mostly in the early minutes of the Martian EVA 
before any intense activity.  In addition, the aerogel allowed an increase in evaporative cooling after high metabolic 
heat loading.   

V. Discussion of Implementation 
Certain important factors need to be highlighted at the outset of this discussion.  The first is that this is a low 

technology readiness level (TRL) concept for which we wanted to assess the viability of the proposed material, 
primarily as a radiation shielding concept.  While we present results from modeling for various simulations, the 
material being modeled is dependent on multiple technological advancements, namely, the completion of a 10B only 
nitride nanotube manufacturing process and the successful storage of >9 wt% hydrogen into the 10BNNT material. 
Additionally, while we have demonstrated the capability of the PE-encapsulation, this was performed for a small 
sample and needs to be scaled up.  We discuss the implications of the results and suggest a way forward for the 
development of the proposed material and its implementation in both space systems and spacesuits. 

Both our preliminary assessment results (Figure 5) and our Mars-mission simulation (Table 2) demonstrate that 
the 20 wt% H-10BNNT material outperforms both PE and aluminum for GCRs in both interplanetary space and on the 
Martian surface.  While the improvements from PE are not dramatic, a 4% improvement for a 940-day mission implies 
an additional 38 days longer (extending the mission over a month) in space for the same dose.  As has been suggested 
by Durante et al. (2011)4, shielding against HZEs in particular is extremely challenging. Complete radiation shielding 
will likely require a combination of passive, pharmaceutical and perhaps genetic countermeasures.  So, achieving an 

Figure 8. Thermal modeling by Stroming (2020). Left: the 
configuration of clothing layers used in the thermal simulations: 
pink indicates the nylon layer, green indicates the BNNT and 
aerogel layer and blue indicate boots.  Right: upper – skin 
surface temperature and lower – Berkeley comfort thermal 
simulation for a Martian EVA wearing a skinsuit, BNNT jacket 
and Aerogel. 
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improvement in shielding capability that translates to more than an extra month in 
space is worth our attention.  Additionally, the opportunity for a pliable material for 
wearables or inflatables provides incentive to continue research in this area. The 
Mars mission scenarios also demonstrate the importance of protection during EVA.  
The dramatic increase in time spent on EVA (from 0.7% to 27.8%) demands a 
radiation shielding/protection solution.  Table 2 shows that 29% of the radiation dose 
for Scenario 3 – Mars surface – comes from time on EVA compared to 33% for 
Scenario 2, translating to an additional 6 days on EVA for Scenario 3 for the same 
dose. We highlight again, however, that both IVA and EVA protection materials are 
simulated as thick spheres.  For EVA in particular, this is not realistic as 1) these 
thicknesses would reduce mobility to unacceptable levels and 2) would be too heavy 
for surface locomotion (approximately 64 kg for a 10 g/cm2 upper body covering41).  
We include thickness optimization as a part of the material development to address 
these issues.  

Building on the thermal conductivity provided by the PE thin film, we proposed 
a thermal protection system using three components; PE thin film, aerogel, and 
active CNT sheets.  The thermal modeling referenced here only included the aerogel 
and BNNTs, however, the results were promising.  The aerogel provided enough 
insulation to protect the astronaut from the extreme cold temperatures of Mars while 
allowing some heat to dissipate after strenuous activity.  Theoretically, the PE thin 
films, which have demonstrated good thermal conductivity27 would improve the heat 
dissipation, and may also help to provide more even temperatures over the entire 
body, providing even more stable temperatures. The CNT sheets would then provide 
heating where the aerogels could not, such as on hands and feet where mobility 
would be compromised by the aerogels.  Finally, the CNT sheets would be mutli-
functional as they have shown the ability to actively remove lunar dust.  Below we 
outline a development process first for the production of the radiation shielding 
material as a functional systems material, followed by the necessary testing for 
spacesuit applicability and for the addition of the suggested nanomaterials for the 

conceptual TRDG as an overcoat for the MIT BioSuitTM, shown in Figure 9.  
In order to implement this material, development of the H-10BNNT, CNT-sheet and PE thin film needs to continue 

in their individual developments and a suite of testing will need to be completed on the final layered materials.  We 
propose the following plan for the long-term development of this material. 
Radiation Shielding Material Development: 

1. 10BNNT development: complete the development of a production process to have pure 10B nitride nanotubes, 
eliminating the 11B from the natural abundance boron. 

2. 10BNNT hydrogen enrichment testing: the hydrogen content will need to reach 9 wt % at a minimum in order 
to reach the potential of the material described. Theoretical approaches to test include metal doping, defect 
engineering and hydrogenation. 

3. Large scale PE-encapsulation: develop a method to produce a quilted PE-encapsulation process which can 
be layered to create the required areal densities of H-10BNNTs for the shielding application.  This will initially 
be done to produce an overall 20 g/cm2 areal density material applicable for space systems. 

4. Radiation experimentation:  assess the viability of the OLTARIS modeling by doing experimental radiation 
testing with the developed material. In order to accurately represent the most damaging components of the 
GCR spectrum, the material will first need to be exposed to a high energy proton beam (>200 MeV/n) with 
a low flux, then be exposed to a high energy heavy-ion beam (Z > 10, E ~1 GeV), or suite of heavy ion 
beams, as is available at the NASA Space Radiation Laboratory40. Finally, the thermal neutron damage will 
be tested by repeating the previous beam experiments behind a 20 g/cm2 layer of aluminum shielding, 
representing current spacecraft design to produce thermal neutrons. 

5. Material characterization: characterize the radiation shielding material.  This will include tensile testing, 
abrasion testing, off gassing and flammability testing to meet NASA standards. 

Thermal, Radiation and Dust Protection Garment: 

Figure 9. Proposed over-
coat model of the thermal, 
radiation, and dust 
protection garment on the 
BioSuitTM.  Quilt-like 
fabric represents the 
optimized TRDG with an 
orthofabric outer layer 
(white). 
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6. PE thin film: Thermal conductive parameterization will be done on the PE thin film to determine the full 
capability of this material in dispersing metabolic heat.  The material will be optimized for strength, thermal 
properties and flexibility to be able to provide a wearable fabric. 

7. Active CNTs: First the CNT sheets will be characterized for power requirements, heat output and dust 
mitigation.  The power requirements will drive what power sources would be required to operate the CNTs 
which will implicate safety testing which would need to meet NASA standards.  

8. H-10BNNT optimization for self-shielding and heat dissipation: human physiology models will be used to 
optimize the radiation shielding for increased thicknesses over areas of increased sensitivity and reduced self-
shielding and decreased thicknesses where there is greater self-shielding following Waterman et al., (2016)15 
and using TAIThermTM for thermal modeling. 

9. Material characterization: characterize the final materials, including the PE-encapsulated H-10BNNTs, the 
CNTs, and the selected aerogel fabric, individually and in the final layup both at a micro and macro scale.  
Perform SEM and TEM analyses after all destructive testing.  For the macro scale this will include tensile 
testing, abrasion testing, off gassing and flammability testing as well as bending and torsional stiffness 
measurements and crease recovery to demonstrate the material’s capabilities for wearability. 

VI. Conclusion 
The TRDG offers the opportunity to explore combinations of advanced materials to address some of the critical 

challenges facing deep-space travel, specifically focusing on Mars.  The concept focuses on radiation protection 
beyond LEO but draws on the necessity for mutli-functionality to provide possible aides for thermal control and dust 
removal.  The proposed PE-encapsulated H-10BNNT shielding material shows opportunity for improvement of PE for 
GCR protection while also introducing wearability, an important aspect as time spent on EVA increases.  While this 
concept provides potential for advancements in spacesuit materials, it by no means addresses all of the challenges 
faced by spacesuit design.  We do not address optical properties, plasma protection or suit penetration protection, nor 
are non-Mars missions addressed where lunar secondary ejecta would be of concern.  However, in demonstrating the 
possibilities made available by advanced materials, and maintaining a specific focus on radiation shielding, we hope 
to encourage the inclusion of some or all of these materials in advanced spacesuit designs, like the MIT BioSuitTM. 
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